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            Abstract
Amyloid fibrils are important in diverse cellular functions, feature in many human diseases and have potential applications in nanotechnology. Here we describe methods that combine optical trapping and fluorescent imaging to characterize the forces that govern the integrity of amyloid fibrils formed by a yeast prion protein. A crucial advance was to use the self-templating properties of amyloidogenic proteins to tether prion fibrils, enabling their manipulation in the optical trap. At normal pulling forces the fibrils were impervious to disruption. At much higher forces (up to 250 pN), discontinuities occurred in force-extension traces before fibril rupture. Experiments with selective amyloid-disrupting agents and mutations demonstrated that such discontinuities were caused by the unfolding of individual subdomains. Thus, our results reveal unusually strong noncovalent intermolecular contacts that maintain fibril integrity even when individual monomers partially unfold and extend fibril length.
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                    Figure 1: The biological homogeneity of NM fibrils was confirmed by protein-only transformation.[image: ]


Figure 2: NM monomers effectively and specifically bind individual NM fibrils to a glass surface on one end and a polystyrene bead on the other.[image: ]


Figure 3: Stretching NM fibrils by optical trapping at high forces with simultaneous fluorescent imaging.[image: ]


Figure 4: Representative pulling traces (force versus time) for NM fibrils under different experimental conditions.[image: ]


Figure 5: Expansion or deletion of the repeat region markedly changed mechanical behavior of prion fibrils.[image: ]


Figure 6: The distribution of the length of extension is broad.[image: ]


Figure 7: Cartoon representation of the mechanical unfolding of NM amyloid fibrils with different structures.[image: ]
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Supplementary Text and Figures
Supplementary Figures 1â€“4 and Supplementary Methods (PDF 603 kb)


Supplementary Movie 1
Movie S1. The NM fibrils were tethered to the glass surface. The movie was taken from a standard inverted fluorescence microscope with a 100Ã— objective lens (field of observation 60 Î¼m Ã— 60 Î¼m). The main bodies of the tethered fibrils were often out of focus as seen at the beginning of the movie. In the middle of the experiment, flow was introduced to straighten the fibrils for better visualization. The direction of the flow was changed during the experiments to demonstrate that these fibrils were indeed attached to the surface at one end while the main bodies were mobile. (MOV 593 kb)


Supplementary Movie 2
Movie S2. Fluorescence image of tethered NM fibrils on the optical trapping instrument (field of observation 15 Î¼m Ã— 15 Î¼m). The distribution of tethered fibrils in the movie was illustrated below. Fibrils with one end attached to the glass surface are highlighted by green arrows, while fibrils with both ends attached to the glass surface are highlighted by red arrows. We optimized the procedure for each experiment to reduce the number of fibrils double-tethered to the glass surface. (MOV 12803 kb)


Supplementary Movie 3
Movie S3. The NM prion domain from Candida albicans Sup35 homolog did not capture S. cerevisiae NM fibrils. When CaNM monomers were pre-deposited to the glass surface followed by casein blocking, ScNM fibrils were rarely recruited and tethered to the surface. Typically no more than three ScNM fibrils were observed in the field of observation (60 Î¼m Ã— 60 Î¼m) and the movie showed the extreme. (MOV 9471 kb)


Supplementary Movie 4
Movie S4 â€“ 6. Cleavage of NM monomers at the junction between the fibril and the glass surface released tethered NM fibrils. S4. Before the TEV treatment to release tethered NM fibrils. The fluorescent channel was opened transiently for imaging to minimize fluorescence bleaching. (MOV 1054 kb)


Supplementary Movie 5
Movie S4 â€“ 6. Cleavage of NM monomers at the junction between the fibril and the glass surface released tethered NM fibrils. S5. After the TEV treatment to release tethered NM fibrils. 20 Î¼l of 20 unit Î¼lâˆ’1 TEV protease was introduced into the chamber by flow. This fluorescent image was recorded after 10-minute incubation of TEV protease. The bead that was previously attached to one end of the fibril and was trapped with the optical laser is visible in the image. However, the previously tethered fibril shown in movie S4 was no longer detected after the TEV protease treatment. We suspected that, after release from the glass surface, the flexible fibril might collapse and be hidden from view by the bead. (MOV 1437 kb)


Supplementary Movie 6
Movie S4 â€“ 6. Cleavage of NM monomers at the junction between the fibril and the glass surface released tethered NM fibrils. S6. After the TEV treatment to release tethered NM fibrils, imaged with a constant flow. To test if the released fibril was hidden from view by the bead, we asked if we could extend the hidden fibril with a constant flow of 1xCRBB buffer through the flow channel. The flow is readily detectable in this movie by the free objects in the flow channel flowing from the left lower corner to the upper right corner in the movie. Indeed, in the presence of a constant flow, the fibril that had been released from the glass surface by the TEV cleavage was now visible, aligning itself with the flow. (MOV 1438 kb)


Supplementary Movie 7
Movie S7 â€“ 8. Typical pulling behavior of tethered NM fibrils. Prior to each pulling experiment, the tethered fibril and the attached bead were fluorescently imaged to confirm the nature of the tethers. The instrument we employed to achieve low trapping forces allowed an interlaced optical force and fluorescence (IOFF). In short, fluorescence and excitation lasers were cycled out of phase at 50 kHz with a 10% duty cycle lag time in between to allow excited electrons to return to their ground state. This method prolonged the fluorescence signal from the bead and the fibril and enabled imaging of the fibril morphology throughout the force-extension experiment. S7. Fluorescent image of the tethered NM fibril when the trapping laser was not turned on. (MOV 1865 kb)


Supplementary Movie 8
Movie S7 â€“ 8. Typical pulling behavior of tethered NM fibrils. Prior to each pulling experiment, the tethered fibril and the attached bead were fluorescently imaged to confirm the nature of the tethers. The instrument we employed to achieve low trapping forces allowed an interlaced optical force and fluorescence (IOFF). In short, fluorescence and excitation lasers were cycled out of phase at 50 kHz with a 10% duty cycle lag time in between to allow excited electrons to return to their ground state. This method prolonged the fluorescence signal from the bead and the fibril and enabled imaging of the fibril morphology throughout the force-extension experiment. S8. The trapping laser was turned on to perform the pulling experiments. (MOV 7783 kb)


Supplementary Movie 9
Movie S9â€“ 14. Direct observation of the rupture of tethered NM fibrils by fluorescent imaging. We trapped the bead at the extended position and manually aligned the fibril with the x-axis of the piezo stage without centering. Without the prolonged process of centering, trap-accelerated photo bleaching was minimized and fluorescent images could be recorded stably before rupture. Note however that the fragment of the fibril closest to the bead still became photobleached during this process. Constant high force was then applied to the bead in the absence of fluorescent imaging until the tether was ruptured. To establish the position of rupture, fluorescent imaging was re-initiated. In movies recorded after rupture, fragments of the previously tethered fibrils could be seen still attached to the surface, and these represented varying fractions of the initial fibril length. Other objects in the field of view provide a point of reference for the ruptured fibril. S9 â€“ 10. Rupture occurred in the middle of this fibril. S9, before rupture; S10, after rupture. The portion of the fibril left on the glass surface moved freely relative to the trapped bead after rupture. The trapped bead was able to move freely with pulling force, confirming that the connection to the fibril had been ruptured. (MOV 2490 kb)


Supplementary Movie 10
Movie S9 â€“ 14. Direct observation of the rupture of tethered NM fibrils by fluorescent imaging. We trapped the bead at the extended position and manually aligned the fibril with the x-axis of the piezo stage without centering. Without the prolonged process of centering, trap-accelerated photo bleaching was minimized and fluorescent images could be recorded stably before rupture. Note however that the fragment of the fibril closest to the bead still became photobleached during this process. Constant high force was then applied to the bead in the absence of fluorescent imaging until the tether was ruptured. To establish the position of rupture, fluorescent imaging was re-initiated. In movies recorded after rupture, fragments of the previously tethered fibrils could be seen still attached to the surface, and these represented varying fractions of the initial fibril length. Other objects in the field of view provide a point of reference for the ruptured fibril. S9 â€“ 10.Rupture occurred in the middle of this fibril. S9, before rupture; S10, after rupture. The portion of the fibril left on the glass surface moved freely relative to the trapped bead after rupture. The trapped bead was able to move freely with pulling force, confirming that the connection to the fibril had been ruptured. (MOV 27001 kb)


Supplementary Movie 11
Movie S9 â€“ 14. Direct observation of the rupture of tethered NM fibrils by fluorescent imaging. We trapped the bead at the extended position and manually aligned the fibril with the x-axis of the piezo stage without centering. Without the prolonged process of centering, trap-accelerated photo bleaching was minimized and fluorescent images could be recorded stably before rupture. Note however that the fragment of the fibril closest to the bead still became photobleached during this process. Constant high force was then applied to the bead in the absence of fluorescent imaging until the tether was ruptured. To establish the position of rupture, fluorescent imaging was re-initiated. In movies recorded after rupture, fragments of the previously tethered fibrils could be seen still attached to the surface, and these represented varying fractions of the initial fibril length. Other objects in the field of view provide a point of reference for the ruptured fibril. S11 â€“ 12.Rupture occurred close to the bead. S11, before rupture; S12, after rupture. (MOV 2869 kb)


Supplementary Movie 12
Movie S9 â€“ 14. Direct observation of the rupture of tethered NM fibrils by fluorescent imaging. We trapped the bead at the extended position and manually aligned the fibril with the x-axis of the piezo stage without centering. Without the prolonged process of centering, trap-accelerated photo bleaching was minimized and fluorescent images could be recorded stably before rupture. Note however that the fragment of the fibril closest to the bead still became photobleached during this process. Constant high force was then applied to the bead in the absence of fluorescent imaging until the tether was ruptured. To establish the position of rupture, fluorescent imaging was re-initiated. In movies recorded after rupture, fragments of the previously tethered fibrils could be seen still attached to the surface, and these represented varying fractions of the initial fibril length. Other objects in the field of view provide a point of reference for the ruptured fibril. S11 â€“ 12.Rupture occurred close to the bead. S11, before rupture; S12, after rupture. (MOV 13611 kb)


Supplementary Movie 13
Movie S9 â€“ 14. Direct observation of the rupture of tethered NM fibrils by fluorescent imaging. We trapped the bead at the extended position and manually aligned the fibril with the x-axis of the piezo stage without centering. Without the prolonged process of centering, trap-accelerated photo bleaching was minimized and fluorescent images could be recorded stably before rupture. Note however that the fragment of the fibril closest to the bead still became photobleached during this process. Constant high force was then applied to the bead in the absence of fluorescent imaging until the tether was ruptured. To establish the position of rupture, fluorescent imaging was re-initiated. In movies recorded after rupture, fragments of the previously tethered fibrils could be seen still attached to the surface, and these represented varying fractions of the initial fibril length. Other objects in the field of view provide a point of reference for the ruptured fibril. S13 â€“ 14.Rupture occurred close to the glass surface. S13, before rupture; S14, after rupture. The small fragment remaining on the surface couldn't be identified but the fibril, still attached to the bead, could be visualized. To ensure that rupture of the tether had occurred we then flowed buffer through the chamber. This reoriented the fibril â€“ now tethered only to the bead â€“ relative to its original orientation. (MOV 3461 kb)


Supplementary Movie 14
Movie S9 â€“ 14. Direct observation of the rupture of tethered NM fibrils by fluorescent imaging. We trapped the bead at the extended position and manually aligned the fibril with the x-axis of the piezo stage without centering. Without the prolonged process of centering, trap-accelerated photo bleaching was minimized and fluorescent images could be recorded stably before rupture. Note however that the fragment of the fibril closest to the bead still became photobleached during this process. Constant high force was then applied to the bead in the absence of fluorescent imaging until the tether was ruptured. To establish the position of rupture, fluorescent imaging was re-initiated. In movies recorded after rupture, fragments of the previously tethered fibrils could be seen still attached to the surface, and these represented varying fractions of the initial fibril length. Other objects in the field of view provide a point of reference for the ruptured fibril. S13 â€“ 14. Rupture occurred close to the glass surface. S13, before rupture; S14, after rupture. The small fragment remaining on the surface couldn't be identified but the fibril, still attached to the bead, could be visualized. To ensure that rupture of the tether had occurred we then flowed buffer through the chamber. This reoriented the fibril â€“ now tethered only to the bead â€“ relative to its original orientation. (MOV 22718 kb)
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